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 Sensing environmental measuring parameters has a pivotal role in our 

everyday lives. Most of our daily life activities depend upon environmental 

conditions. Accurate information about these parameters also helps in several 

industrial applications like ventilation rate calculation, energy prediction, 

stock maintenance in warehouses, and saving from harmful conditions. The 

emergence of machine learning can make it easy to predict such time series 

problems. This paper describes the design of a remotely controlled robotic 

car for measuring and predicting humidity and temperature. A customized 

app for accessing the robotic car is designed to indicate predicted and real-

time measured values of humidity and temperature. A sensor installed built-

in helps in the measurement. The recurrent neural network (RNN) model is 

used to predict humidity and temperature. For this purpose, experiments are 

carried out in both outdoor and indoor settings. Accuracy of 85% and 90% is 

achieved in an outdoor environment and indoor settings. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In the last decade, artificial intelligence-based techniques development had a great impact on all 

fields. Machine learning algorithms are based on investigating patterns, data, and trends that produced 

promising results in the fields of language processing, predictions, self-driving car, health care, 

classifications, and surveillance systems [1]-[4]. Popular search engines like Youtube, Google, and social 

media sites, such as Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook own their specific learning tools [5]-[7]. Weather 

forecasting, earthquake predictions, rain expectations have also been explored in the metrology field [8]-[13]. 

Internet of things (IoT) is another widely used technology around the globe. According to some analysts, the 

IoT revolution is much significant than the industrial revolution. Some of its application includes Smart 

homes, banking, retails, health care, agriculture, and industries. IoT development was more prominent in 

recent years. However, high-speed and affordable smartphones are one of the crucial factors. IoT applications 

can be easily assessed by mobile phone apps than web apps. However, both of these technologies are being 

used by scientists and researchers [14]-[17]. When artificial intelligence (AI) is used in conjunction with IoT, 
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as it is done on clouds, such as predictive engines, the end device or temporary node stores real-time data 

provided by sensors. The data is sent to the cloud by nodes or end devices, where it is processed by a 

predictive engine leading to a decision that is sent to the control devices. All of this happens without human 

interference, results in a decline in maintenance cost. This paper provides a model for predicting and 

measuring the humidity and temperature in any location by using Wi-Fi to connect to a robotic vehicle. This 

will be done in both an outdoor and indoor environment. The recurrent neural network is used to predict 

humidity and temperature. The robotic car's sensor is used for the measurements. The DHT22 sensor for 

humidity and temperature assessment, an internet protocol (IP) camera for driving the robotic car to the 

required place, and a node microcontroller unit (NodeMCU) ESP32 for monitoring and connecting, are the 

main components of the robotic car. The customized app is designed to indicate the car’s current position 

with measured and predicted values of humidity and temperature. Variation in temperature ranges from 4-48 

˚C and variation in humidity ranges from 36-80%. In this work, instead of relying on measurement or 

prediction that were used mostly in previous researches, both approaches; measurement as well as prediction 

are used simultaneously, to do comparison and analysis for getting maximum accuracy and precision in the 

desired sensing parameters. 

The remaining paper is structured in the following manner: section 2 discusses the overview of the 

research conducted on weather forecasting and IoT machine learning development. The first subsection 

describes the technical definition of the robotic car; the second subsection discusses App development for 

remote location access, and the third subsection introduces the recursive neural network. In section 4, given 

the experimental results and evaluation are outlined. Eventually, the conclusion of the research and future 

perspective are presented. 

 

 

2. PREVIOUS WORK 

Forecasting weather is not new; it has existed since the beginning of time, but it is not limited to 

humans. All animals, whether on-air, water, or land predict future conditions. Humans used to use nature 

clues and sayings to forecast the weather before the development of scientific methods. The design of 

sophisticated instruments resulted in the scientific analysis of meteorology. Machine learning-based and 

statistical approaches to temperature prediction are dual means of modern approaches. Regression 

approaches such as non-linear and multiple linear regressions are the basis of most statistical models [18], [19]. 

Gardner et al. [20] used Gaussian process and Kriging (KRIG) regression methods for temperature 

prediction. Further, generalized additive modeling (GAM) is used by some researchers. Wang et al. [21] 

proposed the GAM in the prediction model and consequently got successful in finding an effective 

association between environmental variables and predictive variables. Other researchers used hybrid methods 

to get optimized results besides these statistical techniques. Despite this, forecasts were found to be too far 

off the ground. In the year 2010, a new age of the modern machine and deep learning began to develop. The 

popularity of machine learning in other fields urges metrological researchers to apply in the area. According 

to Dagli [22], it is not possible to assimilate all the data using conventional methods.  

Weather forecasting involves parameters such as humidity and temperature, snow or rain 

forecasting, barometric pressure, and wind speed forecasting. Researchers have proposed various temperature 

models for diverse environmental conditions based on a wide range of studies. For instance, the models 

proposed in [23], [24] forecasted the indoor temperature, and the model in [25], [26] evaluated the 

temperature prediction for the long-term. The conventional signal processing methods are replaced by the 

latest deep learning models like gated recurrent units (GRU), long short-term memory (LSTM), and 

convolutional neural network (CNN). Hossain et al. [27] used deep neural networks along with standard 

neural networks and stacked denoising auto-encoders (SDAE) using different parameters. SDAE achieved an 

average accuracy of 97.94%, while conventional ANN achieved an accuracy of 94.92%. Recurrent neural 

network (RNN), convolutional neural network (CNN) models, and conditional restricted boltzmann machine 

(CRBM) were contrasted in Salman et al. [28] research. The accuracy of rainfall prediction using recurrent 

neural is found to be maximum. Because of its superior success in multivariate time-series forecasting, 

LSTM, a variant of RNN, has gotten a lot of publicity. Goap et al. [29] proposed a smart irrigation model 

based on a field sensor and meteorology. Using weather prediction and soil moisture data from the internet, 

the model predicted field irrigation is required. Rahayu et al. [30] applied long short-term memory (LSTM) 

to predict daily temperatures over the next three days with five classes, namely "Cold", "Cool", "Normal", 

"Warm" and "Hot". Testing accuracy is found to be 90.92% and training is claimed to be 80.36% for testing 

data. Zhang et al. [31] applied convolutional LSTM to measure surface, but the subsurface temperature to 

predict 3-D ocean temperature. Results demonstrated the overall higher accuracy than earlier studies.  
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1.   Working mechanism  

Figure 1 depicts a block diagram of the method. The humidity-temperature measuring sensor 

DHT22 on the robotic car measures real-time humidity-temperature data at the current spot. A mounted IP 

camera allows the robotic car to be transported to any position inside or outside. The NodeMCU system, 

which is mounted on the robotic car, handles all of the computing and information processing. Custom 

applications built on the Android platform are used to view real-time data and monitor the robotic car. RNN 

is applied to forecast humidity and temperature using real-time recorded data. This predicted value would 

appear alongside the measured value in the event of sensor failure or to compare the predicted and measured 

values. The lab is chosen as an inside location for prediction, while for the outside location, the outside 

building location is considered. For both locations, data is collected for a year. The mounted sensors collect 

indoor position data, while the local meteorological data center obtains outdoor data. For training and 

research, a set daytime is used. In the following segment, the RNN algorithm is discussed in detail. There are 

three sections of the functional definition. The first section addressed device hardware; the second section 

elaborated on customizable application development, and the third section clarified the RNN algorithm's 

application. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Block diagram with main components 

 

 

3.2.   Robotic car module functional description 

The NodeMCU ESP 8266 acts as the processing and controlling device for the robotic car, while the 

IP camera allows monitoring to work from a remote position, the DHT22 allows humidity and temperature 

measurement, the motor and driver module with DC motor for the robotic car's motion. The NodeMCU 

incorporates and monitors hardware while still communicating with the mobile app and cloud server. The 

NodeMCU) is programmed in LUA, and its built-in Wi-Fi feature allows for easier data sharing between the 

mobile app and cloud server. Figure 2 depicts the primary functional phases. DHT22 sensor measures 

humidity and temperature with a precision of ±1% and ±1 °C, respectively, from 0-100 percent and -40°C to 

80°C. DHT22 measures temperature with a negative temperature coefficient NTC temperature sensor and 

humidity with a combination of two electrodes and a moisture-holding substrate. 

The sensor of 40 bits of serial data is processed; the current value of humidity and temperature values 

are obtained and sent to the mobile app. The motor driver module is linked between the motors and NodeMCU 
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to ensure that the voltage-current requirements of the DC motor. An IP camera is attached to a robotic car for 

location tracking and motion. The camera's Wi-Fi, IP addresses, and baud rate are set first, followed by the rest 

of the parameter values. For remote mobile app control, specified parameter values are used. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Robotic car functional block view 

 

 

3.3.   Mobile app architectural working 

The customized app is based on the Android platform for accessing remote locations. Figure 3 

shows a flowchart with four branches, each specifying a process's mobile app steps in sequence. The first 

branch explains how to link an IP camera to a mobile app. After searching for a live streaming module with 

Camera admin credentials, a live video session is created using content delivery networks (CDN) for offering 

premium video quality and an additional layer of protection. As video streaming begins, the video's pixel, 

resolution, and bit rate are scaled to fit the app's size. Branch 2 depicts a robotic car taking care of the pre-

defined steps. The NodeMCU is used to initialize the app based on the motor pins specified in the hardware. 

Both the App and NodeMCU parameters are synchronized and the board's test LED is used for monitoring. 

Four-way directions are tested using four arrows on the mobile app after the link is established and LED 

checking. Branch no. 3 depicts the measures involved in collecting temperature and humidity values from the 

NodeMCU and displaying them on the app. Before connecting with the app, the sensor sends serial data 

transmission and NodeMCU must be checked. Once the app link is established, a moving robotic car is used 

to test the continuous updating of humidity and temperature values in various conditions. The steps in Branch 

No. 4 explain the initial steps in connecting the app to cloud data to display expected temperature and 

humidity values. A cloud server is made accessible, and the obtained data must be converted to the format of 

a mobile app. 
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Figure 3. Android application process flow chart 

 

 

3.4.   Temperature and humidity prediction system using RNN 

The RNN model is used to estimate humidity and temperature. The indoor data collection is made 

up of lab data from the mounted sensor, while the outdoor data is sourced from a global weather database. To 

keep the network's training quality, appropriate data splitting is needed for training, authentication, and 

analysis. For testing and training, the data set is divided into 20% and 80%, respectively. Tensor flow version 

2.3.0 is used to design the model in Python 2.7 with Keras Library. Table 1 shows certain hyperparameters 

that contribute to minute differences. Hyper-parameters such as epoch, mean absolute error, and learning rate 

are considered to be key elements for forecasting efficiency. 

 

 

Table 1. Summary of RNN model’s parameter values 
Hyper parameters Values 

Loss Function 

Learning Rate 

Recurrent Step’s Activation Function  
Activation Function 

Neurons in Layer 1 

Neurons in Layer 2 

Epochs  

Optimizer 

MSE 

0.00069 

sigmoid 
tanh 

32 

54 

250 

Adam 
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One of the initial steps after data preprocessing is to find the relation between variables and 

underlying factors. This is accomplished by the use of factor analysis (FA). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) 

test is used to determine the dataset factorability. For selecting the number of variables, the Kaiser criteria 

and the scree plot are used. Table 2 summarizes the results of different learning rates for performance 

following error variation. During training, various learning rates were selected in this model. During training, 

learning rates of 0.00025, 0.00069, 0.00075, 0.001, 0.01, and 0.033 generated minimum losses with 

reasonable training speed. The model's output was evaluated using mean absolute error loss to identify 

acceptable hyper-parameters. The difference in various learning rates from models 1-6 is obvious; revealing 

that model 6 performs the best with a learning rate is of 0.00069.  

 

 

Table 2. Analysis of various learning rates in terms of performance 
Model MSLE RMSE learning rates MAE Epoch 

1 0.0019 3.8831 0.01 1.4042 250 

2 0.0118 21.6369 0.033 2.9329 250 

3 0.0047 7.8743 0.001 1.859 250 
4 0.0117 11.0040 0.00075 2.1676 250 

5 4.8762 23.5233 0.00025 3.0356 250 

6 0.0070 5.8501 0.00069 2.1815 250 

 

 

Testing for forecasting is conducted after training and tuning of the RNN network. Mean squared 

logarithmic error (MSLE), root mean squared error (RMSE), and mean absolute error (MAE) between 

Ypredicted (predicted value) and Yreal (real value) are used to evaluate the performance at time t and N, total 

evaluation numbers. The formulae for all of them is expressed as: 

 

RMSLE =
1

N
∑ (log(𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙 + 1) − log(𝑌𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 + 1)

2
)n

t=1  (1) 

 

RMSE = √∑ (𝑌𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑−𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙)
2N

t=1

N
 (2) 

 

MAE  =
1

N
∑ |𝑌𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙|

N

t=1
   (3) 

 
 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 4 shows the difference between the (expected and real) temperatures and humidity over 90 

hours. The result indicates that the RNN system is a reliable method to predict outdoor and indoor humidity 

and temperature. In the indoor area, the difference in (predicted and real) temperature value ranges from 

0.85-5.36 °C. On the contrary, the difference in the humidity (predicted and real values) range from 1.56-

7.5%. The result depicts that the outdoor settings have a little higher difference in humidity and temperature. 

For instance, the temperature difference ranges from 1.35-8.36 °C, and the humidity difference ranges from 

2.56-8.3% in outdoor conditions. Table 3 shows the comparison results of the defined parameters. 

 

 

Table 3. Performance of RNN model 
Location                                      Parameter  Criterions Values  

 

Lab 

Temperature Mean absolute error 

Root mean squared error (RMSE) 
Accuracy when prediction error is smaller than 3°C 

1.38 

1.71 
90 

Humidity Mean absolute error 

Root mean squared error (RMSE) 
Accuracy when prediction error is smaller than 3°C 

2.31 

2.43 
92 

Outside Temperature Mean absolute error 

Root mean squared error (RMSE) 
Accuracy when prediction error is smaller than 3°C 

 

1.18 

1.63 

90 

Humidity Mean absolute error 

Root mean squared error (RMSE) 
Accuracy when prediction error is smaller than 3°C 

2.21 

2.56 
90 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

 
(c) 

 

 
 

Figure 4. RNN Actual and predicted temperature and humidity graphs: (a) outdoor humidity,  

(b) outdoor temperature, (c) indoor humidity, and (d) indoor temperature 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The hybrid model approach to examine the humidity and temperature is proposed in this paper. The 

hybrid model aims to compare measured and expected values in a single study. RNN, a data-driven machine 

learning algorithm, is developed to predict humidity and temperature. Testing and assessment are done in 

both an outdoor and an indoor environment. In contrast to the outdoor world, the statistical result reveals that 

indoor environments achieved high accuracy. To verify that the proposed model's accuracy must be 

improved. This can be accomplished by preparing more data for a longer time. A more sophisticated 

meteorology-related algorithm may also be used to obtain reliable prediction values. However, in this article, 

we have used a hybrid approach rather than relying solely on expected results. Using a sophisticated and 

dedicated humidity and temperature sensor will improve measurement accuracy. 
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